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a b s t r a c t
The clique graph of a graph G is the graph obtained by taking the cliques of G as vertices,
and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding cliques have a non-empty
intersection. A graph is self-clique if it is isomorphic to its clique graph. We give a new
characterization of the set of all connected self-clique graphs having all cliques but two of
size 2.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
As in [4], we consider only finite graphs having neither loops nor multiple edges. LetG be a graph. A clique ofG is a maximal
complete subgraph of G. Let K(G) denote the set of all cliques of G. Then the clique graph of G, denoted K(G), is the graph
whose vertex set is K(G) and two vertices are adjacent in K(G) if and only if the corresponding cliques have a non-empty
intersection. See [7] for an introduction on clique graphs. A graph is self-clique if it is isomorphic to its clique graph. Self-
clique graphs were discovered and studied by Escalante [6] in 1973. Lately, self-clique graphs have received much attention
(see [1–5,8–10]).
Let G be a connected graph and let Q be a clique in G. Then Q is called a large clique if it is of size at least 3, otherwise it is
called a small clique. Any clique in G which has a non-empty intersection with Q is called a neighboring clique of Q .
The set of all connected self-clique graphs with only one large clique has been determined in [4]. The set of all connected
self-clique graphs having at most three large cliques has been determined in [10]. The authors in [10] proved that all
connected self-clique graphs having at most three large cliques are involutive but not all involutive graphs have at most
three large cliques. (See [10] for the definition of involutive and Section 8 in it for a detailed description). In the present
paper, we present a new characterization of the set of all connected self-clique graphs having precisely two large cliques. The
result is stated in Theorem 1 while the proof is given in Section 3. The approach adopted here tends to be more elementary,
describing directly in terms of graphs all the self-clique graphs with only two large cliques, and giving a way to construct
them in a systematic way. It is known that the problem of recognizing self-clique graphs is isomorphism-complete (see [3,
9]). However, the characterization presented in this paper seems to lead to an efficient recognition algorithm for self-clique
graphs with only two large cliques. Perhaps it should also be reminded that, although this family of graphs is a subset of
family described in [10], it has the advantage that the characterization says precisely the subset with exactly two large
cliques.
It might be possible to simplify the proofs using some previously known results (such as the matrix characterizations
of [3] or some known results in [10]) but we feel that it is more appropriate to do this elsewhere since it involves an entirely
different approach.
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Alternatively, we may describe this in a different way. Suppose a1, a2, . . . , ap are positive integers. Then the sequence
(a1, a2, . . . , ap) is called the clique size sequence of a graph G if the p elements in K(G) can be arranged in such a way that
the i-th elements of K(G) is of size ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Let G(m, n) denote the set of all connected self-clique graphs whose
clique-size sequence is (2, . . . , 2,m, n)where m, n ≥ 3. The purpose of this paper is to determine G(m, n).
2. The theorem
In this section, we shall describe six families of connected self-clique graphs whose clique size sequence is (2, . . . , 2,m, n)
where m, n ≥ 3.
Definition 1. Let G be a graph. By a pure path in G, we mean a path in G whose internal vertices (if any) are of degree 2. A
pure path in G is said to be broken if one of its end vertices is of degree 1.
Let Km and Kn denote the complete graphs on m and n vertices respectively and m, n ≥ 3. Let the vertices of Km and Kn be
x1, x2, . . . , xm and y1, y2, . . . , yn respectively.
F(1) Let q, r, s1, s2, t1, t2 ≥ 0 be some integers such that q+ r + s1 + 2t1 = m and q+ r + s2 + 2t2 = n where q+ r ≥ 1.
(a) If s1 ≥ 1 (respectively s2 ≥ 1), join a new vertex x (respectively y) to the vertices x1, . . . , xs1 of Km (respectively
y1, . . . , ys2 of Kn) and subdivide the new edges xx1, . . . , xxs1 (respectively yy1, . . . , yys2 ) such that at most one of them is not
subdivided.
If s1 = 0 (respectively s2 = 0), then the operation (a) is omitted.
(b) If q ≥ 1, join x to y with q multiple edges and subdivide these q edges such that at most one of them is not subdivided
and obtain q pure paths from x to y. In the event that one of these pure paths is not subdivided, then all the other q − 1
pure paths from x to y are of length at least 3. If q = 1, then such restriction is omitted. Let these pure paths (from x to y) be
denoted F1, . . . , Fq.
For every pure path Fi of length fi from x to y obtained in this way, we add a pure path F′i of length fi−1 joining the vertex
xi+s1 to the vertex yq+1−i+s2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , q. Note that there is at most one i for which fi = 1. In such case, let i = 1 and
identify the two vertices x1+s1 and yq+s2 into a single vertex.
If q = 0, then the operation (b) is omitted.
(c) If t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1), overlap t1 cycles C1, . . . , Ct1 (respectively t2 cycles D1, . . . ,Dt2 ) each of length at least
4 all at the vertex x (respectively y). Also for each i = 1, 2, . . . , t1 (respectively i = 1, 2, . . . , t2), overlap a duplicate of Ci
(respectively Di) with Km (respectively Kn) at the edge xq+s1+2i−1xq+s1+2i (respectively yq+s2+2i−1yq+s2+2i).
If t1 = 0 (respectively t2 = 0), then the operation (c) is omitted.
(d) If r ≥ 1, join x (respectively y) to yq+1+s2+2t2 , . . . , yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively xq+1+s1+2t1 , . . . , xq+r+s1+2t1 ) and subdivide
the edges xyq+1+s2+2t2 , . . . , xyq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively yxq+1+s1+2t1 , . . . , yxq+r+s1+2t1 ) such that at most one of them is not
subdivided. We further require that the length of the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 be equal to the length of the pure
path from y to xq+i+s1+2t1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
If r = 0, then the operation (d) is omitted.
Write s = (s1, s2) and t = (t1, t2) and let G1(q, r; s, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. In the event
that s1 + s2 = 0, then we require that q ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1. Fig. 1 depicts some graphs in G1(q, r; s, t).
F(2) Let G1 ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) and suppose q, r, s = (s1, s2) and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+r+s1+2t1 = m, q+r+s2+2t2 = n,
q+ r ≥ 1 and s1 ≥ 1.
If s1 = 1, contract all edges in the pure path joining x and x1 so that x and x1 coincide to become a single vertex x = x1.
If s1 ≥ 2, assume further that the pure path from x to xi has length at least 3 for i = 2, . . . , s1. Again contract all edges in
the pure path joining x and x1 so that x and x1 coincide to become a single vertex x = x1. We further require that if there is
a pure path Fj from x to y of length 1, then all the pure paths from xq+i+s1+2t1 to y and from yq+i+s2+2t2 to x, i = 1, . . . , r must
be of length at least 2. Let G2 denote the resulting graph. Note that in such edge contraction, the pure path from x to xi in G1
gives rise to a cycle C∗i in G2 which overlaps with Km at the edge x1xi, i = 2, . . . , s1.
Let G2(q, r; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Here, notice that s′ = (s′1, s′2), where s′1 = s1−1 ≥ 0,
s′2 = s2 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+ r + s′1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q+ r + s′2 + 2t2 = n, q+ r ≥ 1. Fig. 2 depicts some graphs
in G2(q, r; s, t).
F(3) Let G3 ∈ G2(q, r; s′, t)where q, r, s′ = (s′1, s′2) and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+ r+ s′1+2t1 = m−1, q+ r+ s′2+2t2 = n,
r ≥ 1.
If r = 1, contract all edges in the pure path joining x and yq+1+s2+2t2 (respectively y and xq+1+s1+2t1 ) so that they coincide
to become a single vertex x = yq+1+s2+2t2 (respectively y = xq+1+s1+2t1 ). If r ≥ 2, assume further that the pure path from
x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1 ) has length at least 3 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Again contract all edges in the pure
path joining x and yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1 ) so that they coincide to become a single vertex x = yq+r+s2+2t2
(respectively y = xq+r+s1+2t1 ). We further require that all the pure paths Fi from x to y must be of length at least 3 (and as
such all the pure paths F′i must be of length at least 2). In addition, all the pure paths from y to yj, j = 1, . . . , s2 must be of
length at least 2. Let G4 denote the resulting graph. Note that the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1 )
in G3 gives rise to a cycle Ei in G4 which overlap Kn (respectively Km) at the edge xyq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively yxq+i+s1+2t1 ) for
i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
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Fig. 1. Some graphs in G1(q, r; s, t).
Let G3(q, r′; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice that r′ = r − 1 ≥ 0, s′ = (s′1, s′2), s′1, s′2 ≥ 0
and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+ r′ + s′1 + 2t1 = m− 2, q+ r′ + s′2 + 2t2 = n− 1. Fig. 3 depicts some graphs in G3(q, r; s, t).
F(4) Let G1 ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) and assume that s1, s2 ≥ 1. Contract the edges in the pure path joining x and x1 (respectively
y and y1) so that x and x1 (respectively y and y1) coincide to become a single vertex x = x1 (respectively y = y1). In the
event that s1 ≥ 2 (respectively s2 ≥ 2), then assume further that the pure path from x to xi (respectively y to yj) has length
at least 3 for i = 2, . . . , s1 (respectively j = 2, . . . , s2). We further require that the pure path Fj from x to y must be of
length at least 2. Let G5 denote the resulting graph. As in case F(2), note that the pure path from x to xi (respectively y to
yj) in G1, becomes a cycle C∗i (respectively D∗j ) in G5 which overlaps with Km (respectively Kn) at the edge x1xi, i = 2, . . . , s1
(respectively y1yj, j = 2, . . . , s2).
Let G4(q, r; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice that s′ = (s′1, s′2) where s′1 = s1 − 1 ≥ 0,
s′2 = s2 − 1 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+ r+ s′1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q+ r+ s′2 + 2t2 = n− 1, q+ r ≥ 1. Fig. 4 depicts some
graphs in G4(q, r; s, t).
F(5) Let G1 ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) be such that r ≥ 1. Impose the same condition set in F(1)(d) to the pure paths joining
x to yq+i+s2+2t2 and joining y to xq+i+s1+2t1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Contract the edges in the pure path joining x and yq+r+s2+2t2
(respectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1 ) so that x and yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1 ) coincide to become a single vertex
x = yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y = xq+r+s1+2t1 ). In the event that r ≥ 2, then assume further that the pure path from x to
yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1 ) has length at least 3 for i = 1, . . . , r−1. We further require that the pure path Fj from
x to y must be of length at least 2. Let G6 denote the resulting graph. Note that the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively
y to xq+i+s1+2t1 ) in G1, becomes a cycle Ei in G6 which overlaps with Kn (respectively Km) at the edge yq+r+s2+2t2yq+i+s2+2t2
(respectively xq+r+s1+2t1xq+i+s1+2t1 ), i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
Let G5(q, r′; s, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice that r′ = r − 1 ≥ 0, s = (s1, s2), s1, s2 ≥ 0
and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+ r′+ s1+ 2t1 = m− 1, q+ r′+ s2+ 2t2 = n− 1. In the event that s1+ s2 = 0, then we require
that q ≥ 1. Fig. 5 depicts some graphs in G5(q, r; s, t).
F(6) Let G7 ∈ G4(q, r; s′, t)where q, r, s′ = (s′1, s′2) and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+r+s′1+2t1 = m−1, q+r+s′2+2t2 = n−1,
r ≥ 1 and s′1, s′2 ≥ 0.
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Fig. 2. Some graphs in G2(q, r; s, t).
Fig. 3. Some graphs in G3(q, r; s, t).
Contract all edges in the pure path joining x and yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1 ) so that they coincide to become
a single vertex x = yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y = xq+r+s1+2t1 ). In the event that r ≥ 2, then assume that the pure path from
x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1 ) has length at least 3 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Let G8 denote the resulting graph.
Note that the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1 ) in G7 gives rise to a cycle Ei in G8 which overlap Kn
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Fig. 4. Some graphs in G4(q, r; s, t).
Fig. 5. Some graphs in G5(q, r; s, t).
(respectively Km) at the edge xyq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively yxq+i+s1+2t1 ) for i = 1, . . . , r− 1. Also, we assume that the pure path Fi
from x to y has length at least 3 for each i = 1, . . . , q. As such each pure path F′i has length at least 2.
Let G6(q, r′; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice that r′ = r − 1 ≥ 0, s′ = (s′1, s′2), s′1, s′2 ≥ 0
and t = (t1, t2) are such that q+ r′+ s′1+ 2t1 = m− 2 and q+ r′+ s′2+ 2t2 = n− 2. Fig. 6 depicts some graphs in G6(q, r; s, t).
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Fig. 6. Some graphs in G6(q, r; s, t).
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected graph whose clique size sequence is (2, . . . , 2,m, n) where m, n ≥ 3. Then G is self-clique if
and only if G ∈ Gi(q, r; s, t) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof consists of two parts. Let G denote a graph. Throughout this section, let ϕ be a mapping fromK(G) onto V(K(G))
such that for any two cliques Q1, Q2 ∈ K(G), ϕ(Q1)ϕ(Q2) ∈ E(K(G)) if and only if Q1 ∩ Q2 6= ∅. By the action of ϕ onK(G), it
means the operation of forming the clique graph K(G) of G.
3.1. Sufficiency
This is by direct verification. To help go through this verification, some observations are in order.
Let G ∈ G1(q, r; s, t).
(i) The vertex x (respectively y) in G is such that there are precisely m (respectively n) cliques in G each of size 2 which
contain the vertex x (respectively y). Under the action of ϕ, these m (respectively n) cliques are mapped to m (respectively n)
vertices which form a clique K∗m of size m (respectively K∗n of size n) in K(G). The two cliques K∗m and K∗n in K(G) correspond to
the two cliques Km and Kn in G.
(ii) On the other hand, the clique Km (respectively Kn) in G is such that each of its vertices, with at most one exception,
is adjacent to precisely one other distinct vertex of G giving precisely m (respectively n) cliques all but at most one of size
2. Under the action of ϕ, the clique Km (respectively Kn) is mapped to a vertex, called X (respectively Y), in K(G) and those m
(respectively n) cliques adjacent to Km (respectively Kn) are mapped to m (respectively n) vertices in K(G) each adjacent to X
(respectively Y). The vertex X (respectively Y) in K(G) together with its neighbors correspond to the vertex x (respectively y)
in G.
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(iii) Suppose t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1). Consider those cycles Ci, i = 1, . . . , t1 (respectively Dj, j = 1, . . . , t2) which
overlap at the vertex x (respectively y) in G. Under the action of ϕ, each Ci (respectively Dj) is mapped to a cycle of the same
length in K(G)which overlap with K∗m (respectively K∗n ) at an edge.
As for those duplicate cycles Ci, i = 1, . . . , t1 (respectively Dj, j = 1, . . . , t2) which overlap with Km (respectively Kn) at an
edge in G, the action of ϕ maps each of these Ci (respectively Dj) to a cycle of the same length in K(G) which overlap at the
vertex X (respectively Y).
(iv) Suppose q ≥ 1. The action of ϕmaps the pure path Fi (from x to y in G) of length fi, i = 1, . . . , q to a pure path (from a
vertex in K∗m to a vertex in K∗n in K(G)) of length fi − 1. On the other hand, the action of ϕmaps the cliques Km and Kn and the
pure path F′i (from a vertex in Km to a vertex in Kn in G) of length fi − 1 to a pure path (from X to Y in K(G)) of length fi.
(v) Suppose r ≥ 1. Recall that, in the graph G, for each pure path P1 from x to a vertex in Kn, there is a pure path P2 (having
the same length as P1) from y to a vertex in Km and conversely. Under the action of ϕ, P1 (respectively P2) is mapped to P∗2
(respectively P∗1) in K(G) where P∗2 (respectively P∗1) is a pure path from a vertex in K∗m to the vertex Y (respectively from a
vertex in K∗n to the vertex X) and having the same length as P1 (respectively P2).
(vi) Suppose s1 ≥ 1 (respectively s2 ≥ 1). The action of ϕmaps any pure path from x to a vertex in Km (respectively from
y to a vertex in Kn) in G to a pure path of the same length from a vertex in K∗m to the vertex X (respectively from a vertex in
K∗n to the vertex Y) in K(G).
Putting all the observations (i)–(vi) together, it follows that G ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) is self-clique with clique size sequence
(2, . . . , 2,m, n) for some m, n ≥ 3.
The case G ∈ Gi(q, r; s, t), i ≥ 2 is treated in a similar way.
3.2. Necessity
Since G ∈ G(m, n), G contains two cliques Km and Kn. Moreover, since G ∼= K(G), there exist cliquesQ1, . . . ,Qm (respectively
R1, . . . , Rn) in G which form the vertices of a clique K∗m of size m (respectively K∗n of size n) in K(G). As such, Qi ∩ Qj 6= ∅
(respectively Ri ∩ Rj 6= ∅) for every i 6= j.
In fact, since all cliques in G other than Km and Kn are of size 2, we see that
m⋂
i=1
Qi = {x} and
n⋂
j=1
Rj = {y} (1)
for some vertices x and y in G and x 6= y.
Furthermore, since G ∼= K(G), there exist m cliques Q∗1 , . . . ,Q∗m and n cliques R∗1, . . . , R∗n in K(G) such that
m⋂
i=1
Q∗i = {x∗} and
n⋂
j=1
R∗j = {y∗} (2)
where x∗ and y∗ are two vertices in K(G) such that x∗ 6= y∗.
We shall show that the two large cliques in G have at most two vertices in common.
(L1) Suppose |Km ∩ Kn| = k. Then k ≤ 2.
Since G ∼= K(G), we have, in K(G), |K∗m ∩K∗n | = k so that K∗m ∩K∗n contains a complete subgraph on k vertices. In view of this,
we may assume (without loss of generality) that Qi = Ri for i = 1, . . . , k.
If the above statement is not true, then k ≥ 3. But then this implies that there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that Qi = K2 = Ri and
we have ∩kj=1 Qj = {x} and ∩kj=1 Rj = {x}, a contradiction to (1). 
(L2) Let z be a vertex in Km (respectively Kn) such that z is neither in {x, y} nor in Km ∩ Kn. Then z is adjacent to at most one
vertex in G− (Km ∪ Kn).
If there are two vertices z1 and z2 in G−Km (respectively G−Kn) that are both adjacent to z, then z1 and z2 are not adjacent
in G because G contains no triangle other than those in Km ∪ Kn. Under the action of ϕ, Km, {z1, z} and {z2, z} give rise to a
triangle in K(G). However, this is impossible because any triangle in K(G)must be contained in K∗m ∪ K∗n . Hence any vertex in
Km (respectively Kn) is adjacent to at most one vertex in G− (Km ∪ Kn). 
Suppose v is a vertex in G (respectively K(G)). Let β(v) (respectively β∗(v)) denote the number of small cliques containing
v in G (respectively K(G)). Since there are at most two large cliques containing x (respectively y), we see that m−2 ≤ β(x) ≤ m
(respectively n− 2 ≤ β(y) ≤ n).
(L3) Let Q be a clique in G. Then ϕ(Q) = x∗ (respectively ϕ(Q) = y∗) only if Q is Km (respectively Kn) unless m = n (in which
case we have either ϕ(Km) = x∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ or else ϕ(Km) = y∗ and ϕ(Kn) = x∗).
To see that the above statement is true, suppose ϕ(Q) = x∗ and ϕ(R) = y∗. Suppose β(x) = m − t1 and β(y) = n − t2
where 0 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ 2 and m 6= n. Since β∗(x∗) = β(x) and β∗(y∗) = β(y), we see that x∗ (respectively y∗) is contained in m− t1
(respectively n− t2) small cliques in K(G).
Note that
(O1) x (respectively y) is contained in Km ∪ Kn if and only if t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1). Equivalently, x∗ (respectively y∗)
is contained in K∗m ∪ K∗n if and only if t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1).
Note also that
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(O2) ϕ(Qi) is in K∗m and ϕ(Rj) is in K∗n .
In view of (O1) and (O2), it follows that if t1 = 0, then ϕ(Q) = x∗ implies that Q is either Km or Kn. Likewise, if t2 = 0, then
ϕ(R) = y∗ implies that R is either Km or Kn.
Similarly, if t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1), then ϕ(Q) = x∗ implies that Q (respectively R) is Km, Kn or the Qi’s (respectively
Rj’s).
Now we shall show that neither Q nor R can be a small clique.
Assume on the contrary that Q = Qr for some 1 ≤ r ≤ m and that Qr is a small clique. Now, this implies that x∗ is a vertex
on the clique K∗m in K(G).
Let Q ′ be a neighboring clique of Qr and Q ′ is not any of the Qi’s. Then clearly, ϕ(Q ′) is adjacent to x∗. There are two cases
to consider. In each case, we shall show that β∗(x∗) ≤ 1 which yields a contradiction (since β∗(x∗) = β(x) = m− t1) unless
m = 3 and t1 = 2.
Case (i): Q ′ is a small clique Rj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n
In this case, ϕ(Q ′) is a vertex on K∗n . If x∗ is not adjacent to other vertices of K∗n in K(G), then β∗(x∗) = 1. If x∗ is adjacent to
another vertex in K∗n , then x∗ is a vertex in K∗n , in which case, β∗(x∗) = 0.
Case (ii): Q ′ 6= Rj for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n
In this case, since K∗m and K∗n are the only two large cliques in K(G), we see that ϕ(Q ′) is the only vertex, other than those
in K∗m, that is adjacent to x∗ in K(G). Consequently, we have β∗(x∗) = 1.
Similarly, R is not a small clique Rr , for any 1 ≤ r ≤ n, unless n = 3 and t2 = 2.
Now, consider the case m = 3 = n and t1 = 2 = t2. In this case, both x and y are contained in the two large cliques Km
and Kn. Consequently, Km ∩ Kn = {x, y} by (L1). Hence we may assume that Qi = Ri where i = 1, 2. Then, under the action of
ϕ, we see that ϕ(Q1),ϕ(Q2),ϕ(Q3) and ϕ(Q1),ϕ(Q2),ϕ(R3) each form a large clique of size 3 in K(G). Clearly these two large
cliques share a common edge ϕ(Q1)ϕ(Q2). Hence neither ϕ(Q3) nor ϕ(R3) can be x∗. Therefore ϕ(Km) = x∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ (or
equivalently ϕ(Km) = y∗ and ϕ(Kn) = x∗) in this case.
Hence, we have {Q, R} = {Km, Kn}.
Suppose on the contrary that ϕ(Kn) = x∗. Then ϕ(Km) = y∗. Since m 6= n, we may assume that m < n.
Recall that β∗(x∗) = m − t1 and β∗(y∗) = n − t2. Moreover t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1) if and only if x (respectively y) is
in Km ∪ Kn (by (O1)).
We assert that t1 = 0 = t2.
To see this, we need to show that neither x nor y is in Km ∪ Kn.
Suppose z ∈ {x, y}. Because ϕ(Km) = y∗ and ϕ(Kn) = x∗, we see that
(O3) z in Km implies that y∗ is in K∗m if z is x (respectively in K∗n if z is y), and
(O4) z in Kn implies that x∗ is in K∗m if z is x (respectively in K∗n if z is y).
(i) Suppose y is in Km. Then by (O3), y∗ is in K∗n and this implies that y is in Kn (because K(G) ∼= G). Hence y is in Km ∩ Kn. By
(O4), x∗ is in K∗n and hence x is in Kn (because K(G) ∼= G). But then, by (O4) again, x∗ is in K∗m and hence x is in Km∩Kn. Therefore
t1 = 2 = t2. Since ϕ(Km) = y∗, we see that Km has n − t2 neighboring small cliques, other than those containing x and y, a
contradiction to (L2) (because m < n).
(ii) Suppose y is in Kn. Then by (O4), x∗ is in K∗n and this implies that x is in Kn (because K(G) ∼= G). By (O4) again, x∗ is in
K∗m and hence x is in Km ∩ Kn. By (O3), y∗ is in K∗m and hence y is in Km ∩ Kn. Therefore t1 = 2 = t2. As in (i) above, we see that
Km has n− t2 neighboring small cliques, other than those containing x and y, a contradiction to (L2) (because m < n).
If x is in Km∪Kn, then argue in a similar way as in (i) and (ii) above, we will obtain a contradiction. This proves the assertion.
Since t1 = 0 = t2 and ϕ(Km) = y∗, we see that Km has n neighboring small cliques, a contradiction to (L2).
This completes the proof. 
In the rest of the arguments, by K(G) ∼= G we mean ϕ is an isomorphism between G and K(G).
(L4) Suppose β(x) = m− 2. Then β(y) ≤ n− 1. Likewise if β(y) = n− 2, then β(x) ≤ m− 1.
To see this, suppose on the contrary that β(x) = m − 2 and β(y) = n. Then x is in Km ∩ Kn and y is not in Km ∪ Kn. Since
ϕ(Km) = x∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ (by (L3)), we see that x∗ and y∗ are contained in K∗m. But this is a contradiction because K(G) ∼= G.
Hence β(y) ≤ n− 1. Similarly, if β(y) = n− 2, then β(x) ≤ m− 1. 
(L5) Let z be a vertex in Km (respectively Kn) such that z is neither in {x, y} nor in Km ∩ Kn.
(i) If Km ∩ Kn = ∅, then z is adjacent to precisely one vertex in G− Km (respectively G− Kn).
(ii) If Km ∩ Kn 6= ∅, then z is adjacent to precisely one vertex in G− (Km ∪ Kn).
By (L2), any vertex in Km (respectively Kn) is adjacent to at most one vertex in G− (Km ∪ Kn).
Suppose β(x) = m− t1 and β(y) = n− t2 where 0 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ 2.
Suppose t1 = 0. Then t2 ≤ 1 by (L4). Moreover y is not in Km (otherwise, by (L3), x∗ is in K∗n , a contradiction). Since
β∗(x∗) = β(x) and β∗(y∗) = β(y), by (L3), we see that Km has m neighboring cliques and that Kn has n− t2 neighboring cliques
other than those (small cliques) containing y if y is in Kn.
Suppose t1 = 1. Then 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 2. The case t2 = 0 is similar to the preceding case. So assume that 1 ≤ t2 ≤ 2. If t2 = 1, then
x and y are in Km∪Kn. However, x and y must be in different large cliques (otherwise K∗m∩K∗n contains x∗ or y∗, a contradiction
because K(G) ∼= G). Since β∗(x∗) = β(x) and β∗(y∗) = β(y), by (L3), we see that Km (respectively Kn) has m− 1 (respectively
n− 1) neighboring cliques other than those (small cliques) containing z where z ∈ {x, y}.
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If t2 = 2, then y is in Km ∩ Kn. By (L3), x∗ and y∗ are both contained in K∗n . It follows that x is in Kn. Since β∗(x∗) = β(x) and
β∗(y∗) = β(y), by (L3), we see that Km has m− 1 neighboring cliques other than those (small cliques) containing y while Kn
has n− 2 neighboring cliques other than those (small cliques) containing x or y.
Suppose t1 = 2. Then 1 ≤ t2 ≤ 2 by (L4). If t2 = 1, the situation is similar to the preceding case. So assume that t2 = 2.
Then Km ∩ Kn = {x, y}. Consequently, β(x) = m − 2 = β∗(x∗) and β(y) = n− 2 = β∗(y∗) and Km (respectively Kn) has m− 2
(respectively n− 2) neighboring small cliques other those (small cliques) containing x and y.
This completes the proof. 
(L6) Let w be a vertex of G and w is not in Km ∪ Kn ∪ {x, y}. Then w is of degree 2 in G.
Suppose w is of degree l in G. Then there are l small cliques containing w. These l cliques give rise to a clique of size l in
K(G). Since G ∈ G(m, n), it must be the case that l ≤ 2. Clearly l 6= 0 because G is connected.
If l = 1, then there is a broken pure path P of length α ≥ 1 connecting w and a vertex z in Km ∪ Kn ∪ {x, y}.
(i) If z = x (respectively z = y), then the action of ϕ on G sends the path P to a broken pure path P∗ of length α− 1 in K(G)
with one of its end vertices in K∗m (respectively K∗n ). Now, G ∼= K(G) implies that there is also a broken pure path P1 of length
α− 1 in G with one of its end vertices in Km (respectively Kn).
(ii) If z is some vertex on Km (respectively Kn), then the action of ϕ on G sends the path P to a broken pure path P∗ of length
α in K(G)where one of its end vertices is x∗ (respectively y∗) by (L3). Again, G ∼= K(G) implies that there is also a broken pure
path P2 of length α in G where one of its end vertices is x (respectively y).
Repeat the same argument to P1 and P2 (by combining the observations (i) and (ii)), in a finite number of steps, we arrive
at a contradiction: either G 6∼= K(G) or else Km ∪ Kn contains a vertex not adjacent to any vertex in G − (Km ∪ Kn), which by
(L5), is impossible. 
Let the vertices of Km and Kn be denoted x1, x2, . . . , xm and y1, y2, . . . , yn respectively. Also, let V(Qi) = {x, ui} where
i = 1, . . . ,β(x) and V(Rj) = {y, vj} where j = 1, . . . ,β(y). Note that ui and uj (respectively vi and vj) are not adjacent if i 6= j.
We have the following observations.
(C1) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and uj (respectively vi and vj), i 6= j, then this pure path yields a cycle C of
length at least 4 overlapping at x (respectively y). Under the action of ϕ, the cycle C is sent to the cycle C∗ of the same length
(in K(G)) overlapping with K∗m (respectively K∗n ) at the edge QiQj (respectively RiRj). Since G ∼= K(G), this implies that in G,
there is also a cycle C′ of the same length overlapping with Km (respectively Kn) at the edge xhxl (respectively yhyl) for some
h 6= l.
Conversely, if there is a pure path in G connecting xh and xl (respectively yh and yl), h 6= l, then this pure path yields a cycle
C′ of length at least 4 overlapping with Km (respectively Kn) at xhxl (respectively yhyl). The action of ϕ on C′ shows that there
is also a cycle C of the same length overlapping at the veretx x (respectively y) (by (L3)).
Suppose there are t1 (respectively t2) such cycles overlapping at x (respectively y). Then t1, t2 ≥ 0. Let t = (t1, t2).
(C2) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and vj, then this pure path yields a pure path F with x and y as end-vertices
and passing through ui and vj. Suppose the length of F is f . Under the action of ϕ, F is sent to a pure path F∗ of length f − 1
in K(G) with end-vertices Qi and Rj. Since G ∼= K(G), this implies that there is also a pure path F′ of length f − 1 in G with
end-vertices xh and yl for some some h and l.
Conversely, if there is a pure path F′ in G of length f ′ with end-vertices xh and yl for some h and l, then the action of ϕ on
F′ shows that there is also a pure path F in G of length f ′ + 1 with x and y as end-vertices and passing through the vertices ui
and vj for some i and j. (See (L5)).
Suppose there are q such pure paths F. Then q ≥ 0. Note that if some such pure path has length one, then all other such
paths must have length at least 3.
(C3) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and yj (respectively vi and xj), then this yields a pure path P of length f (≥1)
with x and yj (respectively y and xj) as end-vertices and passing through ui (respectively vi). Under the action of ϕ, P is sent
to a pure path P∗ of length f in K(G) with Qi and ϕ(Kn) (which is y∗ by (L3)) (respectively Ri and ϕ(Km) (which is x∗ by (L3)))
as end-vertices. Since G ∼= K(G), this implies that there is also a pure path P′ of length f in G with y and xh (respectively x and
yh) as end-vertices and passing through vl (respectively ul) for some h and l. (See (L5)).
Suppose there are r such pure paths. Then r ≥ 0.
(C4) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and xj (respectively vi and yj), then this yields a pure path P1 of length f1 with
x and xj (respectively P2 of length f2 with y and yj) as end-vertices and passing through ui (respectively vi). Under the action
of ϕ, P1 (respectively P2) is sent to a pure path P∗1 of length f1 (respectively P∗2 of length f2) with Qi and ϕ(Km) (which is x∗ (by
(L3))) (respectively Ri and ϕ(Kn) (which is y∗ (by (L3))) as end-vertices. (See (L5)).
Suppose there are s1 (respectively s2) such pure paths. Then s1, s2 ≥ 0. Note that, for each si, there is at most one such
pure path having length equal to one. Let s = (s1, s2).
We shall now finish the proof for Theorem 1 by considering all the possible cases onβ(x) andβ(y)wherem−2 ≤ β(x) ≤ m
and n− 2 ≤ β(y) ≤ n.
Note that, by (L6) and since G is connected, every vertex not in Km ∪ Kn ∪ {x, y} belongs to a pure path of one of the kinds
considered above.
Note that, by (L4), if β(x) = m− 2, then β(y) ≤ n− 1 and that if β(y) = n− 2, then β(x) ≤ m− 1.
In each of the following case, we make use of (L4), (L5) and the observations (C1)–(C4) to draw the conclusion of
Theorem 1.
(I) β(x) = m− 2 and β(y) = n− 2.
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In this case, x and y are both in Km ∩ Kn. Consequently, Km ∩ Kn = {x, y}. Moreover, any pure path connecting x and y, x and
the xi’s, x and the yi’s, y and the xi’s, y and the yi’s must be of length at least 3. Also, any pure path connecting the xi’s and the
yj’s must be of length at least 2 (see (C2)). It follows that G ∈ G6(q, r; s, t)where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q+r+s1+2t1 = m−2
and q+ r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 2.
(II) β(x) = m− 2 and β(y) = n− 1.
Then x is in Km ∩ Kn and y is in Km ∪ Kn. Since ϕ(Km) = x∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ (by (L3)), x∗ and y∗ are both contained in K∗m. It
follows that y is in Km. Hence, any pure path connecting x and y, x and the xi’s, x and the yi’s, y and the xi’s must be of length
at least 3. Also, any pure path connecting the xi’s and the yj’s must be of length at least 2 (see (C2)). Moreover, any pure
path connecting y and the yj’s must be of length at least 2. It follows that G ∈ G3(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2),
q+ r + s1 + 2t1 = m− 2 and q+ r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 1.
In the event that β(x) = m − 1 and β(y) = n − 2, then y is in Km ∩ Kn and it follows in a similar argument that x is in Kn.
This would eventually give rise to a graph G which is isomorphic to one in G3(q, r; s, t).
(III) β(x) = m− 1 and β(y) = n− 1.
Then x and y are in Km ∪ Kn. Suppose x and y are contained only in the same large clique, say Km. (The case that x and y are
in Kn is similar.) By (L3), x∗ is in K∗m ∩ K∗n , a contradiction because K(G) ∼= G. Hence either (i) x is in Km and y is in Kn or else (ii)
x is in Kn and y is in Km. If there is a pure path of length one connecting x and y, then by (C2), some vertex xi coincides with
some vertex yj (to become a single vertex xi say). But then xyxi is a triangle in G which is contained neither in Km nor in Kn, a
contradiction. Hence any pure path connecting x and y must be of length at least 2 in either case.
(i) In this subcase, any pure path connecting x and the xi’s, y and the yi’s must be of length at least 3. Moreover, if there
is a pure path connecting x and some vertex yj of length one (and hence one that connects y and some vertex xj by (C3)),
then all other such pure paths (if they exist) must be of length at least 2. It follows that G ∈ G4(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2),
t = (t1, t2), q+ r + s1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q+ r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 1 and q+ r ≥ 1 (since G is connected).
(ii) In this subcase, any pure path connecting x and the yi’s, y and the xi’s must be of length at least 3. Moreover, if there is a
pure path connecting x and some vertex xj of length one (respectively y and some vertex yj), then all other such pure paths (if
they exist) must be of length at least 2. It follows that G ∈ G5(q, r; s, t)where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q+ r+ s1+2t1 = m−1,
q+ r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 1 and q+ r ≥ 1 (since G is connected).
(IV) β(x) = m− 1 and β(y) = n.
Then y is not in Km ∪ Kn and x is in Km (otherwise x is in Kn and by (L3), y∗ is contained in K∗m, a contradiction because
K(G) ∼= G). As such, any pure path connecting x and the xi’s must be of length at least 3. Also, if there are pure paths connecting
y and the yi’s, then at most one of them is of length one.
If there is a pure path connecting x and y of length one, then all other pure paths connecting x and y must be of length at
least 3. Moreover, since some vertex from Km coincides with some vertex from Kn in this case, any pure path connecting y
and the xi’s (and hence any pure path connecting x and the yi’s by (C3)) must be of length at least 2.
If any pure path connecting x and y is of length at least 2, then any pure path connecting y and the xi’s (and hence any
pure path connecting x and the yi’s by (C3)) must be of length at least 2 with at most one exception.
It follows that G ∈ G2(q, r; s, t)where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q+ r + s1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q+ r + s2 + 2t2 = n and q+ r ≥ 1
(since G is connected).
In the event that β(x) = m and β(y) = n − 1, then x is not in Km ∪ Kn and it follows in a similar argument that y is in Kn.
This would eventually give rise to a graph G which is isomorphic to one in G2(q, r; s, t).
(V) β(x) = m and β(y) = n.
Then neither x nor y is in Km ∪ Kn. If there is a pure path connecting x and y of length one, then all other such pure paths
must be of length at least 3. Note also that, any pure path connecting x and the xi’s (respectively y and the yi’s) must be of
length at least 2 with at most one exception. Also, any pure path connecting x and the yi’s (and hence that connecting y and
the xi’s) must be of length at least 2 with at most one exception. It follows that G ∈ G1(q, r; s, t)where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2),
q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m, q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n and q + r ≥ 1 if s1 + s2 6= 0 (since G is connected). In the event that s1 = 0 = s2,
then q, r ≥ 1.
This completes the proof. 
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